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NECIIANICAL NM TRANSFER SUMO

Ma Jar Teaching Objective

To understand and apply the funiamentals and principles of mechanical

systems of power transmission in agricultural machinery

gusestm Tine All^+"""It2

.4111 mcnuala

Cisi inorpetinn A hours
laboratory experience ::31:hours

Total at school 63 hours

Occupational experience 0 hours

Total for module 60 hours

Lizestions for Introducing the Module

The whole spectrum of career opportunities in agricultural machinery

occupations involves, to a certain extent, a knowledge of the funds.

mantels and principles of power transmission. Whether tnectcre or

engines are used as stationary or portable paver plants to drift or

pull various types of equipment, the power delivered by the engine

must be transmitted through some type of transmission system to the

equipment performing the job. The power train of a tractor which
transmits the power from the tractor engine to the wheels involves

tvo or more methods.

Although hydraulLa systems of transmitting power are used extensively

on tractors and other fsrm equipment, mechanical systems remain the

basic method of transmitting power from its source to its use.

The ccmplexity of the construction of agricultural equipment mikes it

essential that a person desiring employment in this area have a knowl-

edge and understanding of the fundamentals and principles Involved In

mechanical power transmission.

The following technique should be used to create interest in the

module:

Bring before the class an item of equipment which operates
through pulleys and belts fran a stationary engine. Remove

the pulleys and belts, start the engine, and ask students to

explain why the item of equipment is not operating. Also

bring a tractor and another item of equipment with a mountd
engine before the class. save the students examine each item

of equipment and list the points or places through which power

1
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is transmitted from the.source to the use. Nave a oraeral dis-
cussion In which class meilmrs give their interpretation of how
palm is transmitted from its source to its use.

Canpetenciee be Develaaed

I. 291jjamandigl_the tancticaof the clutch mad to (2)
justaituiLimiut

Bubject stter Contentt
The purpose of the clutch is to connect or disconnect a
machine from tie sauce of power, or, as is the case with a
tractor, to connect or disconnect the engine to or fru its
load.

There are two basic -types of clutches used un agricultural
machines.

1. Friction

2. Positive

The friction clutch is used on tractors and machines with

their am scum of power, such as the self-propelled cceibine.

On tractors, clutches are of two types.

1. Dry

2. Wet

The dry-type clutch is equipped with a driving plate and a
driven plate. The driving plate is lined with friction surf"
faces that are pressed against the driven plates when the
clutch is engaged. These friction surfaces which are
extremely smooth, increase the frictional surface of the
plate.

The multiple -disc clutch, cassonly used in crawler tractors,
has many driving and driven discs and rums in oil. This type
of clutch is called a wet-type clutch.

The two kinds cf clutches most commonly used on the najerity
of row crop tractors Whey are:

1. Spring-Wed foot-operated clutch

2. Over-center handopented clutch
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Cu the spring.load-i toot- operated clutch, spring pressure
amps the driven aloe between the pressure plate and the
flywheel. The foot pedal is used to disengage the clutch.
The spring lcaded foot operated clutch is unposed of the
following main rests:

1. Driven disc

2. 'Pressm---6 piste

3. Pressure spring

4. Shift rod

5. Throw-out bearing

The over-center hand-operated clutch is operated by a hand
lever and cam mechanism. The driving plate is attached to the
flywheel. Drive plates drive the power shaft that supplies
power to the transmission. Wheat the driving clutch is engaged,
the driven plate is forced against the driving plate by the
yoke assembly. The over-center hand-operated clutch is con.
prised of the following main parts:

1. rTiVelt plates

2. Driving plates

3. Yoke assembly for engaging the clutch

it. Clutch shift

5. Thrust plate

6. Clutch brake

The safety nap clutch is a friction-type clutch used on
agricultural machinery. Two notched plates are pressed
together by springs of sufficient force to permit power to
be transmitted for normal predetermined working loads. In
the elrent that an overload occurs ce the clutch, it slips
with a snapping action and prevents damage to the working
unit. This type of clutch is ccaiscular used on corn pickers,
forage harvesters; and haying machines.

The positive clutch cmasists of two parts. Each part has
jaws so shaped and placed as to lock together as a unit
when they are engaged. They are used on stachines trans.
sitting light loads at slow speeds, such as planters and
grain drills.



7.1 the main, three types of positive-type clutches are used

an agricultural machinery.

1. Ratchet-and-pawl

2. Overriding or overruning

3. Belt tension
(See Farm Machinery and Enuinmant pur;-42.44, for

discussion of each of the above.)

Suggested Teaching - Learning Activities

1. Bring before the class a clutch of each type

identified in the content and demonstrate how

each one works.

2. Tour an agricultural machinery dealership to observe

the use of clutches on agricultural machines.

3. Nave students disassemble each type of clutch dis-

cussed in the content, learn its parts, and
reassemble them.

4. Demonstrate the proper use of tools used in die -
assembling clutches.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Clutches of the types identified in the content

2. Tails used in disassembling clutches

References

1. Farm Machinery and Equipment, pp. 41.44.

2. Modern Farms pp. 160-164.

3. Machines for Power Parmina, pp. 96-104.

4. Menutacturees service manualm.
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Teacher Prenafttion

SubJect Matter Content

The transmission is the speed - reducing mechanism on the
tractor. It provides a mechanical snag of

1. Transmitting power to the driven member of the
machine

2. Increasing and decreasing speed or power of the
machine

3. Controlling travel (forward or backward) of the
machine

Speed reduction is accomplished through ailing (speed-
changing) gears. The simple transmission is composed of
the following parts:

1. Drive shaft

2. Gears

3. Transmission countershaft

4. Main shaft

The gears on the end of the drive shaft and the counter-
shaft are in constant mesh. The gears located on the main
shaft are moved into position with the gears an the counter-
shaft to obtain the desired speed of travel. Figure 7J on
page 101 of grileforler illustrates the
function of tae transmission pertis sac the flow or power
through the transmission. The gears an the maim shaft are
movable. By shifting these gears forward ar backward on the
main shaft, the flow of power and the speed at which the
machine is operating can be changed.

Transmissions in tractors are designed for power. The only
time speed is needed is when the tractor is operated in road
gear. The gear ratio in a transmission is low in relation to
speed, and high in relation to torque.

Tractors require different gear ratios tamest varying
operating requirements. The two ways of referring to

hammumarmillE11- MIME



change from one gear ratio to another in a simple gear train
are constant -mesh and sliding gear shifting.

Reverse speed is obtained by engaging the small pinion gear
between the countershaft and the sliding zetrz,

Several types of transmissions are used in tractors.

1. Single shift

2. Dual sh:!.ft

These types of transmissions include only gear
transmissions in which one gear must mesh and slide
into another in order to shift from one gear to
another.

3. Shift-on-the-go

This type of transmission includes planetary
gears. Gears are in constant mesh and are applied
or released by a hydraulic clutch. Transmissions
included in this type are

a. Select-O-Speed

b. Case- O -Matic

c. Torque amplifier

d. Power director

e. Syndhro-range

f. Multi -power

g. Hydra-power

These transmissions can be shifted from one
speed to another while the tractor is in
operation.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. Using wall charts, teacher-made transparencies,
and the reference illustrations, diecuss the
operation and parts of the various types of
transmissions.
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2. Demonstrate the operation a a j transft

minim. Use a cutaway of an atransa,
nisei= for demonstrating this operation.

3. Demonstrate proper usage of transmission dis-
assembly and repair tools.

le. Have students disassmiol'e a simple transmissica
learn its parts auk eir functions, and reassembleble
the parts.

5. Tour several agricultural machinery dealerships to.
study the types of transmission used on the tractors
in each dealership.

Suggested Instrueltkima Materials and References

Insiamicticatal materials

1. Charts, overhead transparencies, and cutaway
models of transmissions

2. A simple transmission for each student

.References

1. Transmistiche,

2. Modern Farm Pover, pp. 16 -170.

3. )bchines for Paver Farming, pp. 100-1011.

III. To (1) =derstand the gunctices of the differential and final
drive and to (2) Identify theirvarts

Teschnimme=mtmilan

Subject Matter Content

The purpose of the differential is to divide the power trans-
mitted to the two rear vbeels. This power should be divided
equally when the tractor coves straight forward and unequally
vhen the tractor turns.

The differential is mode up of the felloving parts:

1. Transmission spline shaft

2. Bevel pinion gear on transmission shaft
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3. "afferent:hal 1r7el pinion gears (spider gears)

k. glade gears

5. Ring gear

6. Countershaft

The ring gear is driven by the bevel pinion on the trans-
mission spline shaft. The differential bevel pinions are
located an the sides of the ring gear and are mounted on
the axle stubs. The spider and bevel pinion assadhly makes
the only connection between the ring gear and the two bevel
side gears, which are keyed to the limier ends of the final
drive countershafts. Bath these bevel side gears are in
constant mesh with the four differential pinions.

The entire differential assethly revolves when the tractor
moves straight ahead. Men one rear wheel meets addAlona
resistance, for example, in turning,the differential pinions
not only are carried around by the housing but also begin to
rotate an their at* axles. The differential pinions then
ride on one of the bevel gears and drive till_ others, tints
driving one wheel faster than the other.

The purpose of the !Ina drive is to reduce greatly the speed
of the engine before it is applied to the drive wheels.

The final drive is Bade up of the following parts:

1. Pinion gear

2. Bull gear

3. Side gears

A7J..7.

5. Marta

6. Housing

The belt pulley on sane tractors is placed at the rear of the
tractor and is driven by the !TO shaft. It is usually placed
on the right side new the center of the tractor.

The power flows through a set of bevel gears sitting at a
right angle with the engine crankshaft to the pulley. It is
driven by a bevel gear located on the transmission driving
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shaft. A special clutch, or tbrew=ratj permits the belt
pulley to be kept out of operation.

Several types of 1420's are found cm tractors.

1. Coostant-running. With this typeothe ITO will aca-
tium to run after the forward notion of the tractor
is stopped.

2. Independent. With this type, the PTO can be stopped
without having to stop the tractor.

Power fra.. the engine is transferred to the *whine through
telescoping shafts and universal joints.

ested Teaching-learning Activities

1. Using charts and projected diagram, discuss with the
class how the differential, final drive, belt pulley,
and PM on a tractor operate.

2. Using cutaways of actual aodals, demonstrate these
tractor parts to the class.

3. Demonstrate proper usage of tools to repair these
tractor parts.

it. Nave the students disassemble these tractor emits,
study their parts, and remissible them.

5. Tour agricultural machinery elealerships to *serve
the variaticos in application of these tractor units.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Chats, cutavays, and enlarged views of the
differential, final drive, belt pulley, and NO
of a tractor

2. A differential, belt pulley, and PA/ for each
amber of the class

References

1. ja.t,...,..1,ver pp. 1011-109,

2. Modern yarn Power. pp. 170473.

3 ilanufacturer's service manuals
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IV. To (1) understand the functions of the steering mechanism and
brakes on tractors and to S2) identity their parts

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

The purpose of the steering mechanism on a tractor or self-
propelled agricultural machine is to change the direction
of the machine while it is in motion.

Two types of steering mechanisms are commonly used on wheel
tractors.

1. Worm-and-lever

2. Worm -and- sector

On each type of steering mechanism, the sector or lever rides
in the grooves of the worm gear, which is located on the
steering shaft opposite the steering wheel. When the steering
wheel turns, the lever or sector riding on the worm gear moves
up or down. This movement, in turn, moves the pitman arm that
is connected to the shaft running to the front wheel steering
assembly a -d turns the wheels in the desired direction. (See

Modern Farm Power, p. 191, for illustrations of the *love types
of steering mechanisms.)

In recent years, hydraulic principles have been applied to
steering mechanisms to make machine steering easier. On moat
tractors, vane-type hydraulic power steering units are used.
A positive displacement pump supplies the hydraulic oil to the
power steering unit, and a value arrangement directs the flow
of oil to both sides of the steering cylinder.

Crawler tractors are steered by either a clutch- and -brake arrange-
ment or a brake-and-differential-drive arrangement. (See Mbdern
Farm Power, pp. 194-195, for illustrations of the above - mentioned
crawler steering mechanisms.)

Brakes on a tractor serve several purposes: For turning and
stopping the vehicle and for providing the tractor operator
with a means of safely operating his tractor.

Three types of brakes are in common use on tractors.

1. Disk

2. External-band

3. Internal-expanding shoe



The disk type of brake is found either an the rear axle shaft
or the differential shaft. Applying the brake causes the
friction plate to be clamped between stationary plates. The
friction plates are attached to the axle shaft or differential.
When the stationary plate clamp is against the friction plate,
the axle is stopped a slowed down. The disk-type brake is
illustrated in Modern Power Farming on page 195.

The drum of the external -band type of brake is attached to the
axle shaft or differential shaft and rotates with the axle. A
band with a friction surface lining fits around the outside of
the drum. When pressure is applied against the foot pedal of
the brake, the linkage between the foot pedal and the bands
tightens and clamps the external band against the drum, causing
the tractor to slowdown or stop. The external -bawd type of
brake is illustrated on page 196 of Modem Power Flag&

The internal-expanding brake is located on either the axle or
the differential shaft. It consists of a set of stationary
brake shoes and a set of drums. When the brake is applied, the
shoes are forced against the drums, causing the tractor to stop
or slow down. See page 197 or Modern Power Famiss for an
illustration or the internal-expanding brake.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Using cutaways and mockups, demonstrate before the
class how each type of steering mechanism and brake
operates.

2. Have students disassemble each type of steering
mechanism and brake, learn its parts, and reassemble
them.

3. Identity and demonstrate special tools used in,
disassembling steering mechanisms and brakes.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Cutaways and mockups of the steering mechanisms
and brakes discussed in the content

2. Tools used in disassembling steering mechanisms
and brakes

References

Modern Farm Power, pp. 190-196
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V. To understand pulleys and belts as a means of power
transmission

Teacher Preparation

Sub ect Matter Content

Because of their adaptability, belt pulleys and belts are used
on many machines as a means of transmitting power. Power can

be transmitted !ran less than a few feet to 100 feet or more.
This system is used extensively on machines suet. as feed
grimier., silage blowers, corn shellers, and irrigation pumps.
Often tractors equipped with belt pulleys are used as sta-
tionary power units for belt-driven equipment.

There are two types of belts and pulleys.

1. V-belt

2. Flat belt

V-belts have gained in popularity during recent years.

Advantages of a V-belt includes

1. It is simple and compact.

2. There is good pulley contact and very little
slippage if the belt is given correct tension.

3. It cannot slip off pulleys.

4. Speeds can be changed without changing the entire
pulley.

The flat belt pulley is usually "crowned"; that is, the
diameter at the center or the pulley is a littler greater
than at the outer edges. The crown helps keep the belt

aligned when the pulley is moving.

Belting materials are usually leather, canvas, or rubber.
Leather is an excellent mterial but is expensive and must
be kept dry. Canvas belting is durable and withstands

[

exposure to moisture and oil, but stretches or shrinial under
certain conditions. Rubber belting is used extensively on

pme

however, are made of wood, steel, cast iron, fiber, or paper.Pulleys may be constructed of a number materials. Most,

farm equipment but does not withstand oils and greases.

a

---mu
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Correct size and speed of pulleys is very Important.
Persons planning for employment in an agricultural
machinery occupation must have an understanding of the
basic lava of physics and mathematics relative to pulleys
and belts ann be able to apply this understanding to
practical situations.

The following equation should be used in determining
pulley sizes and speed:

Equation 1 (To determine the size of pulley needed
to give a machine the proper speed)

D = diameter of driver
S = speed of driver
d = diameter of driven pulley
s - speed of driven pulley

DxS=dxs

Example:

A 12-inch driver pulley on an agricultural machine that
turns 800 r.p.m. is to operate a driven pulley at 2400 r.p.m.
What size should the driven pulley be to operate at
21100 r.p.m.?

12 x 800 = d x 2400
d 12 x 800 = 4 inches

2400

Often pulley belts wear or break on agricultural machines with
pulleys of unequal sizes and must be replaced. The problem
then is to determine the size of pulley with which to replace
the worn or broken belt. The following methods should be used
to determine the size of belt to use.

V -belt

The following formula should be used to determine the
length of a V-belt.

L = 2C + 1.57 (14d) +
L = length of belt
C = distance between centers of sheaves
D = outside diameter of large sheaves
d = outside diameter of mall sheaves
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L = (2 z 15) + 1.57 (8" + 6") + .411.46.6:1.
(4 x 15)

L= 30 + 21.98 + .D3
L = 52.01" or 52"

Flat belts

The following method should be used to determine the
size of flat belt needed.

1. Add together the diameters of the two pulleys.

2. Divide this sum by 2 and multiply the quotient
by 3.

3. To this product, add twice the distance between
the centers of the two pulley shafts.

Example:

1"

1. 8" -I. 4" 23 12"

2. 2 ' 1 2" x 3 = 18 "

3. 18" 4 18" + 18" = 54"
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Insisted Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Have students examine several pieces of equipment
which use flat and V-belts.

2. Have students cut used flat and V-belts to study
their construction.

3. Have students .1.,vk the following problems.
Emphasize the purpose involved in each problem.

a. To step up the speed of a pulley, using a large
pulley to drive a small pulley.

Pulley "a" is the driver pulley. How fast will
pulley "b" turn?

b. A 10" pulley running on the PTO shaft of a
tractor is turning 540 r.p.m. The driven pulley
on the machine is supposed to turn 1000 r.p.m.
How large a driven pulley should be used to
obtain a speed of 1000 r.p.m.?

c. To slow down the speed of a pulley, using a small
pulley to run a large pulley. A 4" driven pulley
is turning 1000 r.p.m. The driven pulley on the
machine is supposed to turn 600 r.p.m.'s. How
large a driven pulley should be used to obtain a
speed of 600 r.p.m.? Assume that the pulley shafts
are 15" apart, and determine the length of V -belt
and flat belt needed to drive the driven pulley.

AlsgestednructazalMaterialsReferences

Instructional materials

1. Samples of belt materials

2. Several V .belt and flat belt pulleys of various
sizes which can be mounted on axles
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3. Belts of various lengths

4. Diagrams of various kinds of pullvjrs and belts

5. One or more pieces of agricultural equipment
for student use

References

1. Modern Para Poier, pp. 182.187.

2. Farm pp. 2631,

3.
fingeolaiallCia pp. 404445,

75-

Suggested Occupational Rfteriences

Have students determine size and install pulleys on
agricultural machines at the agricultural machinery
dealership.

VI. To understand s rocket eels and
transmission

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Sprocket wheels and chains are positive means of power trans-
mission. They are satisfactory even when the driving and the
driven parts of the machine are several feet apart or when
considerable speed reduction is desired.

Advantages of the sprocket and chain method of power trans-
mission include:

1. Because it is positive, there is no slippage.

2. It can be coupled and uncoupled easily.

3. Chains absorb shock.

4. A small variation in the distance betveen sprocket
centers is not harmful.

Types of chains include:

1. Detachable-link or hods -link chain

2. Pintle chain
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3. Roller chain

4. Silent chain or chain belt

The detachable-link or hook -link and the roller are the two
types of chains commonly used on agricultural equipment.

The roller-link chain is used for light work and medlua
speeds.

The pintle chain is used for heavy -duty and slow-speed work.

The roller chain, used for heavy -duty work, is also used
extensively in the final drives of tractors, trucks, and
self-propelled machinery.

The silent chain is a special type of chain, with the
characteristics of a flexible metal corrugated belt. It is
used for high-speed light work in engines, such as driving
the cam shaft.

esteurActivities....arn

1. Have students examine various types of Chains and
sprockets.

2. Have students determine sizes of sprockets needed
on a piece of equipment, according to varying
requirements and uses of the machine.

3. Have students replace sprocket wheels and repair
chains on agricultural machines.

Suggested Instructional Materials and! References

Instructional materials

1. Several sizes of sprockets

2. Several lengths of chains for students tonne vitb
the various sizes of sprockets.

3. Samples of each type chain

4. One or more pieces of agricultural equipment for
student use

5. Pictures and diagrams of chains and sprockets and
their uses
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References

1. i......1110.2a....m....Wm,....,1Parm$hinandent pp. 31.34.

2. Farm Gas Ermines and Tractors, pp. 482443,

VII. To ..erstand ears ear means of t I ZSo salon

1212122E 2E

pi:bleat Matter Content

Gears, like sprockets and chains, are a positive means of
paver transmission. Positive power transmission means there
is no slippage, as often occurs with pulleys and belts.

Gears and gearing are restricted primarily to the transmission
of power tram one part of a machine to another part of the same
machine. Gears are also used extensively as a means of reducing
or increasing speed of various perts of a =satins.

Gears and gearing often are a more expensive means of power
transmission than sprockets and chains, since the complete
system may need to be replaced when repairs are needed.

Gears msy be classed according to the following types:

1. Spur gear

The shafts of spur gears are parallel, and their
teeth are arranged so that their axes of rotation
are parallel to the axes of rotation of the gears
with which they mesh.

SPUR MAR
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2. Beveled gear

The teeth of beveled gears are arranged so that

the shafts of the two gears meshed are at right

angles, or nearly so. Beveled gears are used where

power must be transmitted around corners. They are

used extensively for differential pinion and axle

gears in tractors.

BEVEL SPUR CZAR

3. Worm gear

Worm gears consist of two parts, the worm and the
sector.

An advantage of the worm gear is that it permits a

large speed variation between the driving and driven

members of the machine. Disadvantages include:

a. Usually it will not operate in a reverse manner.

lb. Its efficiency is lower than that of other types

of gears.

c. Continuous lubrication is necessary during

operation.

W074 MAR
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4. Nypoid gear

Nypoid gears are similar to spiral bevel gears except
that the teeth have a distinct curvature. There is
greater contact betvaen the teeth and they operate
under extreme pressure. Teeth contact is below the
center line of the ring gear in tractors.

HYPOID MAR

5. Helical gears

The teeth of helical gears are curved so as to
remain in mesh or in constant contact longer than
straight teeth. They Maybe of the spur gear type
ar the beveled gear type.

HELICAL GEAR

Agricultural machines require different gear ratios to meet
varying operational requirements as demonstrated by the
involvement of a transmission in the paver train of a tractor.
It is the function of the transmission to vary the speed,
either up or down, at which the tractor is to operate. The
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speed changes are made by bringing into contact gears of
different sizes to transmit the power coiling into the truism
missica. A large driving gear drives a smaller gear to increase
the speed or amount of power. To reduce the amount of speed or
power, a small gear drives a large gear. The relationship of
gear sizes to each other is known as the gear ratio and is
measured by measuring the circumferences of the two gears. An
easy way to determine gear ratio Is shown below.

There are 15 teeth an the small gear and 25 teeth an the large
gear. The gear ratio is 5 to 3.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Have students study each type of gear listed in the
ccatent and be able to identify each gear upon sight.

2. Using agricultural machines, show students where each
type of gear is used and demonstrate how it works in
mics.

3. Using a tractor transmission, have the students
determine the gear ratio when the tractor is engaged
at each speed. After the students have determined
the gear ratios, operate the tractor, noting the
differences in speed caused by each gear ratio.

wilreralrIAMPF=......-
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Suggested Instructional Materials sad References

Instructional materials

3.. Iticamples of each type of gear listed in the

content

2. Pictures and diagrams of gears awl gearing

3. Several pieces of equipment for students to
disassemble or examine, including paver train

of a tractor

h. Tractor with transmission exposed to study

gear ratios

References

1. Farm Machinery and laffilmt, pp. 34, 35,

2. Farm Gas &eine pp. 480, 481,

VIII. To understand the relationshi of bear to er transmission

,in Mai t machinery

Teacher Preparation

Sub ect Matter Content

Bearings are used in farm machinery to hold in position the

various power transmitting parts and are designed to reduce

the amount of resistance between these parts as much as
possible.

Two types of bearings are used in agricultural machines.

1. Friction

2. Anti-friction

In friction bearings, the turning part is supported by and in
direct contact with the inside surface of the bearing. The

insert in the connecting rod coupling is an example of a

friction-type bearing. Friction bearings are usually made

of cast iron, bronze, or babbitt.

In anti-friction bearings, balls and rollers are placed

between the saving part and the bearing. The rollers or

balls turn with the moving part, reducing friction and wear

en the moving jo-art.
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Several types of anti-friction bearings are used on agri-
cultural machinery.

1. Ball

2. Roller

Ball bearings are more versatile than other types of rolling
bearings. They operate with less friction, and may be used at
higher speeds. In the diagrams 01 page 4 of Band Roller,
peering's, the construction of a ben bearing is illustrated. e

Several types of ball bearings are used on agricultural
machinery.

1. Internal self aligning

2. Single row drop groove

3. Loading groove

4. Single row angular contact

5. Double row deep groove

6. Double row angular contact

7. Ball thrust

8. Sealed, prelubricated
(See Ball and Roller Bearings, pp. 5-7, for a dis-
cussion of each of the above.)

Roller bearings use small cylindrical rollers that reduce
friction. Roller bearings are particularly useful where the
bearing is subjected to high pressure because of its larger
bearing surface.

As is the case with ball bearings, several types of roller
bearings are used on agricultural machinery.

1. Spherical

2. Straight

3. Spherical thrust

h. Tapered
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5. Needle

6. Thrust
(See end Railer Bearings, pp. 7 and 8, for examples
and a discussion an each of the above listed bearings.)

Proper removal and installation of ball and roller bearings is of
utmost importance if the bearing is to function properly and if
damage to the moving pert to which it is attached is to be
avoided. Procedures for removing and installing bearings are
illustrated in Ball and Roller Bearings, pp. 11-14, and 18.421.

Suggested Teaching-LearnimActivities

1. Using overhead transparencies made from the diagrams
Ball and Roller Bearings, discuss the various types of
roller and be bearings.

2. Show students where each type of bearing covered in the
subject matter content is used on agricultural machinery.

3. Have students disassemble each type of bearing covered
in the content and study its construction.

4. Demonstrate the we of bearing removal and installation
tools and have each student use these tools in removing
and installing bearings.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Overhead transparencies of bearing tyi=1, covered
in the content

2. Bearings te each type identified in the content for
students to disassemble

3. Bearing removal and installation equipment

References

1. Ball and Roller Bearings, pp. 1.'27.

2. amilval for Tlmkin Roller Bearings, pp. 1-81.

3. Fan' M3chinery and Eaulument pp. 4649.

4. aatiteilairaz (16mm film)
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stians or Evaluat Educational Outcomes of th

The following criteria should be used to evaluate the educational
outcomes of this module:

1. Student interest in the material covered in this module

2. Student participation in class activities

3. The ability of the student to carry out the teaching-
learning activities

4. The ability of the student to use the special tools
identified in the teaching-learning activities

Sources of SuAgested Instructional. Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Ball Bearing Maintenance. Bristol, Connecticut:
New Departure, Division of General Motors.

2. Quite Naturally, (l mu film). Canton 6, Ohio: The
Timken Roller Bearing Company.

References

1. Ball and Roller Bear s. Chicago: International
Barvester C Northforth Michigan Avenue, 1964.
Price: $1.00.

a. Basic Ball BearingMtws. Bristol, Connecticut:
New Departure, Division of General Motors Corporation.

3. Bearing Failure Identification. Bristol, Caanecticut:
New Departure, Division of Geu3ral Motors Corporation.

k. Frazee, Irving, and Eshelman, Phillip V. Tractors
Crawlers. Chicago: American Technical Society, 195 .

5. Jones, Fred R. Farm Gas Engines and Tractors. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1963.

6. New Departure Ball Bearings for rem Implements. Bristol,
Connecticut: Division of General Motors Corporation.

7. Prcmersberger, William J., and Bishop, Frank E. Modern
Farm Power. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentil7r43.2
Inc., 1967.
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8. Simils1 Separat Lubricants. Bristol, Cconecticut:
lig`Departtuql. vis om72creneral Motors Corporation.

9. Service oesiture for all Bearings. Bristol, Connecticut:
NOW parturev ivisicri or General Motors Corporation.

10. Sip Manual fiat T RotiezLALWEar:4- . Canto: 6, Ohio:
Timken R er iag Company,

11. Smith, Barris,, sad Pearson. Para pachinery and
E tat ent. York: McGrawella Boot Company, 1964.
'Price: 10.50.

12. Stone and Guldn. Machines r New !ark:
Jobe Wiley sal Sons,

13. Irausstaission Atm. Racine, Wisconsin: J. I. ease
Company.

lk. Agricultural machinery manufacturer's service mammals.

lab IMinkialk 134' 4.4 4 " 4.4 minummumE
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INSTRUCTOR NOTE: As soon as you have completed teaching each module, please record
your reaction on this form and return to the above address.

1. Instructor's Name

2. Name of school State

3. Course outline used: Agriculture Supply--Sales and Service Occupations
Ornamental Horticulture--Service Occupations
Agricultural Machinery--Service Occupations

4. Name of module evaluated in this report

5. To what group (age and/or class description) was this material presented?

6. How many students:
a) Were enrolled in class (total)
b) Participated in studying this module
c) Participated in a related occupational work

experience program while you taught this module

Nab

7. Actual time spent
teaching module: Recommended time if you were

to teach the module again:
_____hours Classroom Instruction hours

hours Laboratory Experience hours
hours Occupational Experience (Average

time for each student participating) hours
hours Total time hours

(RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS WITH A CHECK (A/1 ALONG THE LINE TO
INDICATE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE.)

8. The suggested time allotments
given with this module were:

9. The suggestions for introdLcing
this module were:

10. The suggested competencies to be
developed were:

11. For your particular class situation,
the level of subject matter content wee:

The Suggested Teaching-Learning
Activities were:

13. The Suggested Instructional Materials
and References were:

14. The Suggested Occupational Experiences
were:
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15. Was the subject matter content sufficienLly detailed to enable you to develop
the desired degree of competency in the student? Yes No .-
Comments:

16. Was the subject matter content directly related to the type of occupational
experience the student received? Yes No
Comments:

17. List any subject matter items which should be added or deleted:

18. List any additional instructional materials and references which you used or
think appropriate:

19, Li at any arlAi*ir.nal Tc Ars-i t/i t-inn which you feel wereching-Tearning
particularly successful:

20. List any additional Occupational Work Experiences you used or feel
appropriate:

21. What do you see as the major strength of this module?

22. What do you see as the major weakness of this module?

23. Other comments concerning this module:

(Date) (Instructor's Signature)

(School Address)


